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No. PAR/ADM/579/3/2020 05 April, 2023

TENDER NOTICE

Sealed bids are invited from insurance companies/authorized agents for providing annual
comprehensive medical insurance premium for the period July 2023 to December 2023 for four
local employees of Embassy of India, Paris, whose dates of birth are as follows:

(i) 20/12/1972
(ii) 18/03/1965
(iii) 14/12/1959
(iv) 10/05/1957

2. The bidding companies/firms should have the following requirements:

i) Experience of undertaking work of similar nature in France in the last 2 years.
ii) Having a registration including Siret Number and VAT account in France. 
iii) The  service  provider  should  provide  quotations  that  cover  only  the  minimum

necessary provision for medical insurance as per local law n°2004-810 of the 13 th of
August 2004 relative to Assurance Maladie, detailed in attached Annexure I.

3. Documentary evidence of the provision may be submitted along with sealed bids.

4. Enquiry, if any, may please be sent on the mail  prop.paris@mea.gov.in  Enquiries shall be
entertained only till 21st April 2023. 

5. Interested parties may send their bids/quotations along with the proposed insurance plan in a
sealed envelope to the Head of Chancery, Embassy of India, 15 rue Alfred Dehodencq, 75016 Paris
by April 26, 2023 noon superscribed (i)  “Bid for annual medical insurance premium for four
local employees of Embassy of India, Paris” on the cover. The bids received would be opened at
1400 hrs on April 27, 2023 by a Committee of Officers. Interested parties are welcome to send a
representative for opening of the bids in the office of the Head of Chancery, Embassy of India, and
Paris.

6. The Embassy of India, Paris reserves the right to reject any bid at any stage of the bidding
process without assigning any reasons whatsoever.

* * * * 

Sd/-
(Suresh Kumar)

Head of Chancery

mailto:prop.paris@mea.gov.in


Annexure I to Tender Notice: 

As per the French law (Loi n°2004-810 du 13 août 2004 relative à l’Assurance Maladie), the
minimum medical coverage for individuals subscribed to Social Security (CMU regime general) is
as per the details below (taken on the Social Security online portal AMELI):

Fees

Practicians: Doctors, dentist-surgeons, 
midwives

70%

Medical Auxiliaries : Nurses, physicians/
kinesitherapists, speech therapists, 
orthoptists, podiatrists 

60%

Analysis and laboratory examinations

Acts in B (Biology) 60%

Acts in P (Anatomy and pathologic 
cytology)

70%

Sampling done by doctors, dentists and 
midwives

70%

Sampling done by laboratory directors 
who are not doctors, medical auxiliaries 
and laboratory auxiliaries who are not 
nurses 

60%

Fees of analysis and laboratory exams in 
respect of serological screening for HIV 
and Hepatitis C

100%

Medication

Medication recognized as irreplaceable 
and particularly expensive

100%

Medication of major or important 
medical service

65%

Medication of moderate medical service 30%

Medication of weak medical service 15%

Magistral formulae (PMR) 65%

Magistral formulae based on 
deconditioned patents with a catch rate of
30% (PM4)

30%



Homeopathic medicine et and 
homeopathic magistral formulae (PMH)

30%

Other medical expenses

Eyecare 60%

Hearing devices 60%

Bandages, accessories, small devices 60%

Orthopaedics 60%

Large devices (ocular and facial 
prothesis, ortho-prothesis, vehicles for 
physically impaired individuals)

100%

Human origin products (Blood, milk, 
sperm)

65%

Transport costs 65%

Thermal cure

Medical fees (medical observation flat-
rates, complementary medical practices)

70%

Hydrotherapy 65%

Transportation fees, accommodation fees 65%

Thermal cure with hospitalization 80%

Hospitalization (at the hospital or in a
contracted private clinic)

Hospitalization fees 80%

Transfer from one hospital to another 
hospital except old age home and 
convalescent home

100%
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